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ACCURACY GAME VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTIONS 
 

LOCATION: Kino Sports Complex (Main), 2500 E. Ajo Way, Tucson – (Field #7 in Quad Area) 

ARRIVAL TIME: Friday night Olympics events begin at 7:15. Saturday night Olympics events 
begin at 6:30. Volunteers should arrive at their venues at least 30 minutes prior to start of the 
events. NOTE: the park is VERY CONGESTED on Friday night. There will be staff/volunteer 
parking spaces but they will fill up along with the others – please arrive early if you want to be close 
to the stadium.. Friday Olympics Volunteers will check-in at Novelty Shop located between 
Gates A and B of the Stadium Field first. Saturday Volunteers check in at Headquarters tent, 
then proceed to Accuracy Game Check-in tent at south end of Quad. See below for Soccer 
Olympics maps at Kino Sports Park 

ACCURACY VENUE: There are 5 courses for Accuracy competition. These fields are located in 
the outfield in the Baseball Quad area, Field #7, at Kino Sports Complex South. 

BADGES: Before the event Volunteers are provided with badges distinguishing their role to the 

players and fans.  
ACCURACY VOLUNTEER DUTIES:  

Check-In personnel (2-3 persons at Check-in Tent) Each Check-In person will monitor arrival 
of teams for their assigned field of competition and mark respective score sheets with those 
teams that have arrived to compete prior to the heat’s scheduled start. Prior to start of each 
scheduled competition, you will hand score sheets for the next heat to Judge / Scorer for each 
course. Start time for each heat is noted on each score sheet. 

Judge / Score Counter (1 person for each goal) will be assigned to count the points each 

team scores over their 5 attempts. Tie-breakers will be settled with one player from each 
team kicking one ball each until a team breaks the tie. A new player steps up for each 
tie-breaking attempt. After each heat, hand completed score sheet to Accuracy Assistant. 

Accuracy Assistant (2 persons for each course) Assist Judge / Scorer with managing score 
sheets, shagging balls kicked by competitors and returning to starting spot, escorting winning 
players back to Check-In tent to receive 1st/2nd/3rd place medals 

Awards (Medals Distribution) (1-2 persons at Check-in Tent) Provide 1st/2nd/3rd place 
medals to players upon completion of each competition. Distribution takes place at the same 
tent location where teams check-in for their event. Accuracy Assistants will direct winning 
teams to the Check-In tent and Awards persons will assist in ensuring players receive their 
medals. Please retain completed score sheets in Volunteer materials box. 

 
NOTE: Team Late Arrivals - Because all Soccer Olympics events are running simultaneously, 

late arrivals to any heat cannot be rescheduled regardless of the schedules of the other events. 


